22-24 June
holder, and seven other seeded players, including H. W.
Austin, all won through to the second round. Austin played
with a new type of streamline racket in which the head, instead
of being supported on a single handle, is held by two stays
joined to the handle.
Tuesday 23	trooping the colour
The King's forty-second birthday was celebrated in London
by the customary ceremony of Trooping the Colour. His
Majesty rode a bay horse, wearing the uniform of Colonel-
in-Chief of the Royal Grenadier Guards. As he reached the
saluting base the massed bands played the National Anthem
with slow solemnity. After the Royal Inspection, the Escort of
the Colour took their stand in the centre of the ground, and the
sergeant-major with drawn sword reverently took the crimson
King's Colour and handed it to the ensign to be "trooped" by
him slowly along the lines. The sun, now shining more strongly,
caught the helmets and silver instruments and the new
"£ VIII3^' on the golden tunics. A salute of forty-two guns was
fired from Hyde Park as the troops returned to their quarters.
belgium
The Trade Union Committee has decided to appeal to the
strikers to resume work to-morrow. They recognise that the
strikers' demands are being met by the impending Bills in
Parliament to introduce reduction of hours, paid holidays,
freedom of association, and family allowances.
Wednesday 24	mr. duff cooper's speech in paris
Mr. Duff Cooper, Secretary of State for War, was the guest
of honour at the annual dinner of the Association France-
Grande Bretagne. In his speech he said that he would like his
countrymen to understand more clearly that Franco-British
friendship was not a matter of sentiment, but one of necessity,
a matter of life and death for both countries. Great Britain
entered the last war because her vital interests were at stake,
and she was lucky to defend them, not on her own soil, but on
that of her neighbour. As Mr. Baldwin had said, the frontier
of Great Britain was on the Rhine, but the common ideal which
Great Britain shared with France was more precious than a
common frontier. The modern tendency to exalt war, to
represent liberty as a false ideal, to glorify obedience, was
detestable and full of peril. Not only their ideals but their
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